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A Descriptive Study on the Students’ Attitude Toward English
in a Multilingual Classroom
Astriyanti Diah

this study was a descriptive study on the students’ attitude toward English in
a multilingual classroom. The subject of the research were 15 students of 8 C
in SMPN 2 Singkawang. The research method used was quantitative
descriptive analysis by administering simple statistics that describe central
tendencies...
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Android-Based Game Puzzle Development as a Media for
Introduction of Tourist Objects in Jepara Regency
Kusumodestoni R Hadapiningradja, Sucipto Adi

Jepara Regency is located in the northernmost end of Central Java Province.
Jepara Regency also includes Karimunjawa Islands, which is located in Java
Sea. The ground area is 1,004,189 km² with a coastline length of 72 km. Jepara
Regency has many tourism places ranging from water tourism, cultural
heritage,...
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Anti-Corruption Education Model for Millenial Generation in
School
Mukodi

This article aims to (1) create anti-corruption education model for millennial
generation in school; (2) design anti-corruption education application method
for millennial generation in school (3) create particular strategies on the
implementation of anti-corruption education for millennial generation...
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Characteristics of Bamboo Fiber as Environmentally Friendly
Material for Soil Strengthening
Latifah Khoiriya, Supriyadi Bambang, Rochim Abdul

Indonesia is a bamboo producing country. Many bene�ts that can be taken
from bamboo trees, one of them is as an alternative construction material
that is environmentally friendly and economical. Bamboo can be used in
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construction because bamboo has high tensile strength, it can be for the
reinforcement...
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Construct Validity on Teaching Materials of Language
Assessment Based on Problem-Based Learning
Andriyani Santi, Saidah Nusrotus, Dian Yulistianti Hayu

This research is aimed at �nding out the content and construct validity of
teaching materials of language assesment course based problem-based
learning (PBL) approach. The construct validity is conducted by using factor
analysis and assessment persentage of teaching materials.The veri�cation of
content...
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Counseling Values in the Treasury of Javanese Ethics(an
Observation Towards the Javanese in Implementing Javanese
Ethics Education Which is Relevant to Counseling Values in
Life)
Ratnawati Vivi

This article attempts to dissect as well as analyze the relationship between
the Javanese ethics and counseling values which commonly referred to as
Counseling Guidance. Javanese ethics have plenty of wisdom values,
conception of life science and philosophies that are still relevant to the
demands of...
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Expansion of Middle Small Micro Business Marketing for
Creative Industry of Bags Towards Export Market Products
Based on Web Services
Masluri, Setiaji Pratomo, Setiawan Arif

Bag industry is one of the creative industries that contribute greatly to the
level of national economic growth. This is evident from the development of
the bag craft sector in Kudus, which during the last �ve years the trade
contract experienced a positive growth of 2.8%. This is in line with the
increase...
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English Teaching Material Based on the Environmental
Caring Character
Suwandi, Senowarsito, Sophia B Th. Cicik

This research aims at developing an English teaching material based on the
environmental caring character. It is assumed that learning English using the
teaching material integrated with environmental caring character concepts
and activities will enable the students to subconsciously develop their
awareness...
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